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ABOUT US  

Weddings are where life for Lavender Green Flowers 

first began. Nearly three decades and countless 

celebrations later, we love that the same thoughtful 

care and attention continues to play such a crucial role 

in making our couples’ wedding day truly beautiful, 

and highly personal. Our specialist weddings team, 

led by Owner and Creative Director, Sue Barnes, 

share a passion for providing the highest quality 

seasonal flowers through intricate designs and details. 

With collective experience within the wider wedding 

industry and fantastic relationships with countless 

venues, planners and other suppliers, our team are 

perfectly placed to understand every aspect of your 

day.



OUR PROCESS  Imagination, dedication and discretion, are just some 

of the reasons why people entrust us to bring their 

vision to life; they also choose us because we give 

them peace of mind. We use photography and mood 

boards to help couples visualise how their flowers 

will look and produce a bespoke sketch of the bride 

so she can be assured the style and dimensions of the 

bouquet will marry with her dress perfectly.



Once we have designed the perfect bespoke 

wedding party flowers for you, it’s time to walk 

through every step of your special day. Using our 

expert knowledge of major venues and building on 

your own ideas and colour schemes, we work with 

you to create designs that will put your own unique 

stamp onto the existing features. We aren’t here to 

take over your venue entirely – rather, to recommend 

exactly what is needed to provide the backdrops to 

the photos that will forever live on your mantelpiece.



Rooted in creative design, each brief we take 

incorporates fashion, style and architectural 

references. These taste and trend elements all feed 

into the final inspiration for the flowers, foliage 

and hardware for your big day. Consultation 

done, our specialist weddings team pull everything 

into a shopping list style proposal with imagery, 

descriptions and prices for each suggested design. 

With this in hand, the vision for your wedding flowers 

becomes a reality!



With the designs agreed and the finest quality stems, buds 

and containers selected, it’s then down to our talented florists 

and production team to recreate and safely deliver every 

last detail on the day. Your specialist wedding designer will 

oversee the creation of all of the designs, ensuring that each 

detail we discussed becomes a reality. 

Your wedding designer will also be present on the day for 

the installation of your bespoke designs. All that is left is to 

enjoy your life as a married couple and stay in touch! We 

love to hear your wedding stories and see your wonderful 

photographs.



DONATIONS
While your wedding flowers will live on forever in memories and photographs, any designs that 

you do not wish to keep are taken back to our Windsor warehouse post-event and donated to 

our network of local charities and organisations, including hospices, schools and shelters.

This is a huge part of our ongoing sustainability initiative, aimed at supporting the local 

community, spreading joy, wellness and education.  All suitable flowers are used in hospices 

to decorate bedrooms and are used in floral workshops. Schools make use of your flowers in 

biology lessons through to activity sessions for toddlers or are made into bouquets to thank 

teachers and sold by PTAs to raise important funds. They are often gifted to new families who 

have arrived in the area having fled domestic violence and given to our elderly neighbours who 

live in sheltered housing. It is not only fantastic to be able to support so many people, but as a 

direct result of this service, our waste has reduced by 70%, meaning that our carbon footprint has 

also reduced dramatically. This service is totally free of charge and we aim to let you know where 

your flowers went within a few days.

If you are concerned about event waste, this provides a method to ensure that you can still have 

your dream flowers on your wedding day. We will also keep you updated on where your flowers 

ended up and what it meant for the community you helped.





OUR TEAM 
Your bespoke designs will be created by the dedicated florists and designers here at Lavender Green 

Flowers, then delivered in our fleet of vehicles by our very own expert installation team. From enquiry to 

venue, we ensure your vision is met swiftly and seamlessly. 




